
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 

Joe Taylor Captures Audience with New Unique Album Vibe 
Grammy Nominated Guitarist’s New Album “Sugardust in the Devil Wind” Receives Rave Reviews 

Port Royal, SC (July XX, 2015)-Grammy nominated artist and music producer, Joe Taylor, 

releases his latest album, “Sugardust in the Devil Wind” in which Taylor melds heat, spice and 
mellow to create a signature sound like no other.  Taylor has been focusing his talents in 
producing music in his studio easily overlooked off the beaten paths of South Carolina, until now 
releasing, "Sugardust in the Devil Wind." 

“Sugardust in the Devil Wind” features a cadre of seasoned pros including drummer, Steve 
Holley (Paul McCartney and Wings, Joe Cocker, Ian Hunter), drummer, Tony “Thunder” Smith 
(Jeff Beck, Santana, Lou Reed), and bassist, Sean O’Bryan Smith (Larry Carlton, Esperanza 
Spaulding, Lady Antebellum). 

Sugardust is a collection of tunes Taylor has been touring behind for the last year or so, 
representing “a slight departure from my earlier albums. Half of the record really brings the heat, 
while the other half keeps it mellow; thus the Devil and the Sugar.” 

On the road The Joe Taylor Group has been “making new fans and delighting the old ones with 
a fiery, groove-laden mix of old and new Taylor tunes.” 

"Sugardust in the Devil Wind" and Joe Taylor have created quite the buzz in the music world 
and the critics have been raving. 

“…making magic happen onstage, rendering something both spellbindingly intricate and deeply 
soulful.” -syndicated columnist Charles Rowland 

“A cross between Santana and Metheny, with a touch of Duane Allman thrown in for good 
measure.” -The Los Angeles Times 

“Badass…a Redneck Jeff Beck!” -The Village Voice 

Described as “a funky mix of Jeff Beck and Chet Atkins," Just Jazz Guitar calls the Joe Taylor 
show “a joy to watch." 

From his recording place located in the humble parts of the Lowcountry, Taylor concludes with this: “I 

feel like things are just heating up all over again. With all the great players from all over the country that 
I am blessed to work with, and being able to have my base of operations in this beautiful place, I am so 

excited about the future.”   

If "Sugardust in the Devil Wind" is any indication of things to come, then there is plenty to be 
excited about.  "Sugardust in the Devil Wind" is available on Moonwatcher Music, Amazon at 
the rate of $8.99 for MP3 download and $12.00 and up for the audio CD version.   
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